# Supporting Exercises

## Week 5
September 18 to 22

### Monday

**September 18, 2017**

**Spelling**

*Lesson 5. Answer your worksheet.*

*Note: Print and bring your Reading exercise for next Thursday. (Printable worksheets in TAE webpage)*

### Tuesday

**September 19, 2017**

**Grammar**

*Contractions. Watch the video [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDqm0QfnOVM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDqm0QfnOVM)*

Then, write the short form.

1. I am  ____________
2. he is  ____________
3. they are  ____________
4. you are  ____________
5. she is  ____________

*Note: Print and bring your Reading exercise for next Thursday.*
**Wednesday**  
**September 20, 2017**

**Vocabulary**

Unit 2. Color, cut, paste and write the words of TAE Unit from 13 to 18 on your pictionary notebook (purple)

**Note:** Print and bring your Reading exercise tomorrow.

---

**Thursday**  
**September 21, 2017**

**Reading**

Children Can Learn. Read this story, pages 27 to 34 from your Cornerstone Book. Then, answer and paste the printed exercise in your purple notebook reading section.
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Friday    September 22, 2017

No homework!

It's Friday!
Enjoy your weekend!
Have lots of fun!